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SCRUTINY OF EU LEgISLATIvE PROPOSALS

scrutiny of eu legislative Proposals

vice Chairman: We have two proposals listed on schedule A and 11 proposals on schedule 
B for decision.  I propose we deal with schedule B first.  It is proposed that the proposals listed 
on schedule B, apart from COM(2013)237, do not warrant further scrutiny.  Is that agreed?  
Agreed.

The schedule A proposals are as follows.  COM(2012)730 is a proposal for a Council Regu-
lation amending Council Regulation (EC) No. 994/98 of 7 May 1998 on the application of 
Articles 92 and 93 of the treaty establishing the European Community to certain categories of 
horizontal state aid and Regulation (EC) No. 1370/2007 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 23 October 2007 on public passenger transport services by rail and by road.  This 
Council regulation is part of the overall legislative package on the state aid modernisation, SAM 
initiative, of the EU.  The Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation is supportive of this 
initiative and is also supportive of this proposed Council regulation.  This regulation proposes 
to extend the scope of the types of aid that could, in the future, be covered by block exemp-
tions thus reducing the administrative burden on member states relating to state-aid procedures.  
For that reason, it is proposed that this proposal does not warrant further scrutiny.  However, 
I propose that the wider issue of state aid modernisation, the SAM initiative, be placed on the 
committee agenda as an item for consideration at a later date.  Is that agreed?  Agreed.

COM(2013)75 is a proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 
on market surveillance of products which are mentioned in the current directive.  This proposal 
on a single regulation on the market surveillance of products is aimed at simplifying the cur-
rent procedures on market surveillance and product safety for the benefit of both businesses 
and national authorities.  It is critical from a product safety and market surveillance perspective 
and will help the efficient functioning of the Single Market, which is a crucial component in as-
sisting Europe’s economic recovery.  As Ireland welcomes the proposal subject to some minor 
clarifications, it is proposed that this proposal does not warrant further scrutiny.  Is that agreed?  
Agreed.

effects of black economy: discussion with Construction industry Federation

vice Chairman: I welcome Mr. Philip Crampton, president; Mr. Michael Stone, senior vice 
president; Mr. Tom Parlon, director general; Mr. Hubert Fitzpatrick, director; and Mr. Dominic 
Doheny, vice president, of the Construction Industry Federation to the meeting to discuss the 
effects of the black economy on the construction industry.

By virtue of section 17(2)(l) of the Defamation Act 2009, witnesses are protected by abso-
lute privilege in respect of the evidence they are to give this committee.  If they are directed by 
the committee to cease giving evidence in relation to a particular matter and they continue to so 
do, they are entitled thereafter only to a qualified privilege in respect of their  evidence.  They 
are directed that only evidence connected with the subject matter of these proceedings is to be 
given and they are asked to respect the parliamentary practice to the effect that, where possible, 
they should not criticise or make charges against any persons or entity by name or in such a way 
as to make him, her or it identifiable.  Members are reminded of a long-standing parliamentary 
practice to the effect that they should not comment on, criticise or make charges against a per-
son outside the House, or any official by name in such a way as to make him or her identifiable.
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I ask Mr. Crampton to make his presentation following which I will invite members to ask 
question.  I ask that the presentation be limited to ten minutes in order to allow more time for 
questions from members.  I will remind him when there is one minute remaining.  I am anxious 
to deal with this promptly as we have another group presenting later.

mr. Philip Crampton: I thank the vice Chairman and the members of the Oireachtas Joint 
Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation for taking the time to investigate this very im-
portant subject.  The construction industry in the Ireland has gone through a dramatic period of 
decline over the past six years.  Activity in the industry had been valued at €38 billion in 2006.  
However, that activity has experienced significant levels of decline in the period since.  In six 
years the value of activity in the sector has experienced a drop of approximately €30 billion.  
The decline in activity has had major implications for our industry.  There has been an enor-
mous decline in the level of direct construction employment.  The peak of direct construction 
employment was reached in second quarter of 2007 when a total of 273,900 people were work-
ing in the industry.  The most recent figures for direct construction employment are from the last 
quarter of 2012, when the total level of employment was recorded as being 103,200.

According to those figures the level of direct construction employment has declined by 
170,700.  We estimate that when indirect employment and ancillary jobs are added in, the 
decline in the construction industry has resulted in a loss of approximately 250,000 jobs.  It is 
also worth noting that according to Government figures, one in four persons on the live register, 
or 109,000 persons, is a former construction worker.  The severely decreased level of activ-
ity in the sector has made the business environment extremely difficult for Irish construction 
companies.  Many have been forced out of business, with as many as 421 and 415 construction 
companies becoming insolvent in 2011 and 2012, respectively.  As of 1 April 2013, a further 90 
construction companies had become insolvent.  In the face of such difficult conditions, the com-
petition for work has become fierce.  To stay afloat, companies need to secure work.  Otherwise, 
they will have no income to meet the continuing expenditures of their businesses.  Across the 
industry, company cash flows and reserves have been used up.  

Tender prices in the industry are ever reducing as construction companies do everything 
they can to ensure they secure a project.  In an environment where there is a race to the lowest 
possible tender price, which is what is happening in the construction industry, some people look 
to ways in which they can gain an edge on their competition.  While this can sometimes involve 
bringing in more efficient and effective building or business practices, there is a considerable 
belief in the construction industry that a number of construction companies and single construc-
tion operatives are turning to the black economy.

  What constitutes black economy activity in the construction sector?  Simply put, it is work 
that is carried out outside the scope of the relevant regulations facing the industry and with no 
regard to building standards, revenue compliance or health and safety standards.  The most 
obvious examples of this type of activity involve construction work that is not tax compliant 
and-or carried out by individuals who are receiving jobseeker’s benefit simultaneously.  Unfor-
tunately, there is a lot of anecdotal evidence to suggest that some construction companies and 
construction operatives are not fully meeting their tax obligations.  There is a belief that the 
vAT on particular jobs is not being charged to clients and that in some cases taxes are being 
applied to the project-client but once this has been paid to the construction operator the relevant 
payments are not being passed on to Revenue.  There is also a belief among construction com-
panies that some of their competitors are paying their workers in cash, outside of the tax sys-
tem.  These examples of black economy activity are sometimes used to subsidise the work that 
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is being carried out, allowing the construction operative or construction company to provide a 
lower tender price.  

The misuse of social welfare payments is also a serious problem for the construction sec-
tor.  A large portion of construction employment is temporary in nature.  Construction workers 
may be employed only for the duration of a particular project.  In some cases, this can be long-
term but in others might only be for a few weeks or days.  The uncertainty of the duration of 
employment makes it more difficult to police whether an individual is working or not.  Many 
CIF members have suggested that this uncertainty is being exploited by people who are misus-
ing the social welfare system.  The anecdotal evidence would suggest that certain construction 
operatives are claiming jobseeker’s benefit while securing work on the side, which they are not 
declaring.  The jobseeker’s allowance payment provides a subsidy to the construction opera-
tive.  As it is topping up income through other means it can provide a greater margin for the 
project, enabling it to offer a lower tender when competing for work.

It has also been suggested that some construction companies are encouraging their em-
ployees to make use of the jobseeker’s allowance payment.  These workers might receive a 
cash payment for the work they carry out for the construction company while at the same time 
receiving the full jobseeker’s allowance payment.  The work is kept off the books, making it 
more difficult to follow any paper trail and stop this practice.  As the workers are receiving the 
jobseeker’s allowance the construction company does not have to provide as large a wage as 
might otherwise be expected.  Effectively, they are using the social welfare system to subsidise 
their wage expenditure.  This method also allows construction companies and construction 
operatives to avoid their PRSI and other regulatory obligations.  It is also worth noting that an-
other area whereby some construction operatives and construction companies engage in black 
economy activity is non-compliance with the health and safety requirements for the industry.  
Not observing these regulations is another way for some construction operatives to cut corners 
and reduce costs.  

The CIF, and others involved in the construction industry, also consider construction com-
panies that do not comply with the wage rates and other employment conditions set down under 
the Registered Employment Agreement, REA, as engaging in black economy activity.  How-
ever on Thursday 9 May 2013 the Supreme Court found a section of the Industrial Relations Act 
1946 unconstitutional.  This has significant implications for the implementation of the industry 
agreement.  given this ruling and the uncertainty concerning the future of the REA process for 
determination of wage rates and associated costs, the issue of payment of former REA industry 
rates of pay is not addressed in this submission.

To help provide a stronger impression of the extent of the black economy problem in the 
construction industry, the CIF undertook a survey of its members on the issue last summer.  The 
findings of this survey were revealing and help illustrate how much a cause of concern this ac-
tivity is to our sector and how widespread the problem seems to be.  The statistics in this regard 
are contained in the submission so I will not read them out.  I will be happy to respond to any 
questions which members may have on them later.

The CIF believes measures to stamp out black economy activity in the construction sec-
tor should be introduced.  In the current economic climate, it is important that all construction 
companies and sole traders act responsibly and comply with all the legal obligations.  No one 
should be avoiding their taxation requirements or misusing social welfare payments.  The CIF 
has prepared the following suggestions, which it believes would have a considerable impact on 
the level of black economy activity in the construction sector: all construction clients should 
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advise the Revenue of the commencement and identification of contractors employed for any 
construction project over a certain value; payment of buildings grants, if any, and other incen-
tives should be made conditional on the work being carried out by tax compliant contractors; 
a mandatory site notice displaying names of client, contractor(s), professionals, and planning 
reference numbers for all projects over a certain size should apply; tax assessment and relief 
should be contingent on the provision of a certificate of building costs, which would identify 
all relevant building contractors; Revenue should review all commencement notices lodged 
with building control authorities to ascertain the location and scale of construction activity and 
monitor who is undertaking the construction work; the banking system should be obliged to 
notify Revenue of all significant cash withdrawals or loan draw-downs processed so that Rev-
enue can then investigate who has been paid for work undertaken; in regard to fuel laundering, 
a mechanism should be prescribed whereby all diesel fuel would carry the same duty levels at 
point of sale so that compliant trade users can recover vAT in the normal course of business; 
provision of a facility to enable homeowners reclaim the vAT incurred on costs associated with 
the renovation and upgrade of their principal private residence; provision of a facility whereby 
taxpayers could have their personal tax allowance increased by a proportion of the construc-
tion costs incurred in the renovation and upgrade of their principal private residence where 
registered contractor(s) who provide their tax reference numbers are engaged; an information 
campaign, similar to the insurance fraud campaign, should be undertaken by government to as-
sist in stamping out shadow economy activities; and finally, where a private individual or entity 
is to engage a company or individual to undertake construction-related work on their home or 
other structure, private individuals or other entities should be obliged to check if the construc-
tion company or person undertaking the works has a valid C2 for works above a certain figure, 
and to notify Revenue accordingly.

Feedback provided by members indicates that many of those individuals, householders and 
businesses who have engaged black economy construction workers have done so unwittingly.  
generally, the clients who have hired these operatives are unaware that the construction work-
ers they engage could be operating outside the tax provisions and labour regulations.  This sug-
gests these people are funding the black economy in the construction sector without realising 
it.  To help avoid future engagement of black economy operations, the CIF has prepared the 
following points to assist individuals, householders and businesses to ensure they are dealing 
with legitimate construction operatives who are tax compliant and meet relevant construction 
regulations and standards.  We hope that through encouragement of adoption of these sugges-
tions, there will be a decrease in the level of black economy activity in the construction industry.  
People should ask for a contract or VAT number; check that the company has a C2 certificate; 
ask from where the construction materials came; ask if the company has certified health and 
safety standards; and ask if it has insurance and if it is a member of the CIF.

The CIF thanks the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation for the 
opportunity to make this presentation today.  We are happy to respond to any questions mem-
bers may have.

vice Chairman: It would be good if every group who presented to the joint committee were 
to confine their presentation to ten minutes.  This meeting is one of a number being held coun-
trywide by the joint committee on the issue of the black economy.  We are very much aware of 
the problem and are trying to gather as much information as we can.  The delegation from the 
Construction Industry Federation is very welcome.  The first batch of questions will be from 
Deputies Dara Calleary and Peadar Tóibín.
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deputy  dara Calleary: I welcome the witnesses.  They outlined a number of proposals 
which have direct implications for Revenue’s business processes.  What discussions have they 
entered into with Revenue?  Have they tabled proposals for pilot schemes directly?  I welcome 
the proposals on grant assistance for upgrading principal private residences in light of their 
potential for creating employment.

Construction is probably the sector most targeted by those who sell illicit fuel.  What advice 
does the federation give to its members to alert them to the dangers of buying illicit fuel?  I 
understand the federation is working with the Department of the Environment, Community and 
Local government on a new register of builders in order to curtail the black market.  What is 
involved in compiling that register and will it give rise to administrative costs?

What advice is the federation giving to its members on existing REAs pending legislative 
clarification and what are the witnesses’ views on the issue?  Perhaps we will invite them before 
us on another occasion to express their views on REAs but what are they currently advising CIF 
members in regard to obligations under existing REAs, particularly in respect of payments?

deputy  Peadar tóibín: It is clear that the experience of the industry is still pro-cyclical.  In 
other words, pro-cyclical policies brought it to a production output of €38 billion annually but 
the flip side of those policies are to blame for its current output of €8 billion.  Unfortunately the 
policies have not changed.  It is interesting that we are discussing the black economy on a day 
that a number of multinational companies were found not to be paying taxes in this State.  This 
is an important issue at the other end of the spectrum even if it does not directly relate to the 
federation.  gaps in compliance and enforcement seem to be the crux of the problem.  There are 
regulations and standards but businesses appear to shirk their responsibilities to comply with 
vAT and other taxes, as well as on the pay and conditions of workers.  Clearly this is a challenge 
for those good companies which do their best by their staff.

One of my fears with regard to the changes to REAs is that international companies will be 
able to tender for Irish construction projects without being required to pay at REA levels.  What 
sort of disadvantages will that pose to the federation’s members?  All-Ireland harmonisation is 
also important in this regard.  Many of the federation’s members feel disadvantaged in compet-
ing with operators from the North of Ireland for tenders in the South.  What advice would the 
witnesses give to the government in working with the Executive in the North on equalising 
excise and other tax levels in order to provide a fairer playing field?  In the context of enforce-
ment and compliance, the OPW has considerable influence over the tendering process.  How 
could it improve its services?

mr. tom Parlon: We have regular discussions with Revenue but in terms of policy we have 
made this an issue for our pre-budget submissions.  We have formed a new committee to draft 
this year’s pre-budget submission, which will focus on the impact we can make in growing 
the economy, creating jobs and avoiding the black economy.  The government always weighs 
its stimulus plans against the potential for economic leakage because it does not make sense 
to spend on a project if the expenditure is going to disappear into another constituency or the 
black economy.

On the issue of illicit fuel, construction companies have a right to use marked gas oil on site.  
The amounts used would certainly not be as large as in the agricultural sector.  I am conscious of 
where I come from, however, and there is a strong view in the agricultural sector that the rebate 
should be retained.  There is a high level of criminality involved, as well as environmental risk 
from dumping.  This has spread to Dublin city recently in terms of washing.  The CIF takes 
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the view that if people could reclaim the rebate we would do away with criminality immedi-
ately and Revenue and the Customs and Excise could reduce the amount of resources they are 
required to devote to this area.  This is one of the biggest issue they deal with and, in terms of 
the black economy, diesel laundering represents one of the biggest areas of loss of revenue for 
the Exchequer.  These problems could be addressed with a stroke of the pen.  Our right to seek 
a rebate would have to be guaranteed but even if the rebate was doubled there would still be 
savings for the Exchequer.

I will ask Mr. Fitzpatrick to deal with the register of builders but the judgment on the REAs 
came as a shock to us.  We had been negotiating a reduced rate for the last 18 months but the 
machinery for negotiating deals is very slow and torturous.  We were only dealing with the com-
pliance element of a 2.5% reduction.  We are considering the situation, which is new to us, and 
our message is that our member firms are still obliged to respect the employment contracts and 
agreements they have entered into with individual workers unless there is consensual agree-
ment to alter them.  We are letting the hare sit and it is steady as it goes.  We are not recommend-
ing anyone to take advantage of the new situation because, even though the REAs have been 
struck down as unconstitutional, they are currently the basis for our employment arrangements.  
We want to get our own act together before we sit down with any other sector.  I believe we are 
taking a responsible approach in letting things sit.  The judgment came as a bolt out of the blue.

In regard to gaps in compliance and enforcement, there is generally an onus on clients, 
including the Department of Education and Skills, to award contracts to the lowest tender.  
Quantity surveying is an exact science and it is not a big task to work out exactly how much a 
school with eight classrooms will cost.  Our president outlined the pressure on work.  We can-
not justify or explain it but member firms have tendered below cost.  That is something we are 
trying to deal with inside the industry but clients have accepted these tenders.  We do not have 
a magic bullet.  A company that is well-financed could choose to build a school for half price in 
its own area if it had a mind to do so but generally we can no longer offer such largesse.  Below 
cost projects lead to problems, such as inferior work, risk of breakdown, major delays and extra 
costs in finding new contractors.  We believe significant responsibility rests with the clients, 
who should be more selective and critical in analysing the financial viability of tenders.  They 
are obliged under law to check everything and we believe there is scope in that regard.

deputy  Anthony lawlor: Does the federation correspond as a body with the Department 
in regard to State contracts given that the issue of below cost tendering is arising on a regular 
basis?  Does it warn the Department about tendering?

mr. tom Parlon: We work with the other professional bodies to deal with the matter.  An 
issue arose recently whereby it was difficult to get a bond.  Generally when one wins a contract 
the next question from the client is whether one can produce a bond that demonstrates the fi-
nancial wherewithal to complete the project.  The bonds suppliers increased the value of bonds 
and refused to supply them at all for a period of time.  We have met with the other professional 
bodies, the government’s head of procurement and head of contracts and the various Depart-
ments.  There is about to be a review of the government formal contract.  In recent years, our 
member firms found that they needed to take all of the risks.  Before the current formal contract 
was in place, the balance was in favour of contractors.  We must rebalance the risks.  We are 
in the throes of presenting to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform on this matter.

deputy  dara Calleary: Is there a timeline on the review?

mr. tom Parlon: We expected it to be up and running by now.  Departmental officials told 
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us that they were busy with the EU Presidency and that, as soon as it was over, this would be 
a priority issue for them.  We hope to enter negotiations immediately after the mid-year.  Mr. 
Fitzpatrick will discuss the registered builders, as we are involved in that area.

mr. hubert Fitzpatrick: Questions were asked about the revenue implications of the pro-
posals.  If some of our suggested proposals were implemented, more work, for example, the 
refurbishment and improvement of houses, would be undertaken in a compliant industry.  They 
would ensure that vAT was paid and construction workers were registered for PAYE and PRSI.  
They would encourage home owners to engage compliant builders.  The proposals would not 
have a major impact on the Exchequer but it would lead to a greater level of compliance within 
the industry, as people would engage compliant contractors so that they might recover their 
vAT or whatever the case might be.

We have discussed a register of builders with the Department of the Environment, Com-
munity and Local government.  We hope to introduce a process for the registration of builders 
early next year.  We want the process to move to a standards-based registration system over 
time.  Initially, it would work on a voluntary basis with a view to it becoming statutory.  We 
are anxious to work with the Department on a scheme for the registration of compliant builders 
who will commit to a certain level of training and continuous professional development to en-
sure that they understand their obligations fully, particularly under the building control regula-
tions, to build to the appropriate standards and adhere to all legal requirements.

vice Chairman: Deputy Collins and Senator Quinn indicated before Deputy Conaghan.  
Does he wish to ask a supplementary question?

deputy  michael Conaghan: I want to ask a question.

vice Chairman: I have taken note of that, but the others will speak first.

deputy  áine Collins: I welcome our guests.  For any construction industry to go from 
20% of GDP to 4.5% would be a concern for anyone.  There are significant job opportuni-
ties.  I welcome some of the proposals, which the government examined last year ahead of the 
budget.  Some are onerous, others need to be refined and others still might already have been 
implemented, but we need a scheme whereby only compliant builders who pay their taxes are 
used.  Tax evasion is a different issue.  We have referred to multinationals that comply with tax 
law.  It is important that the committee help the process, given the significant jobs potential.

Trainee builders and trades people present an issue.  given the number of young people be-
ing lost, there will be gaps in the trades.  Are we addressing people’s skills?  Some people are 
only partly qualified and have been unable to finish.  Could we propose anything to the Govern-
ment that would see them finish their courses?  It is a major issue for some people.  All of the 
committee’s members would be happy to work with our guests in that regard.

Last year, I carried out a great deal of work on the question of the fuel rebate.  The problem 
is marked oil, which would also be subject to a rebate.  A large quantity of the oil burned in 
private homes is diesel or kerosene.  Whichever it is, it is subject to a rebate.  We considered 
providing a rebate to the 120,000 farmers, but this would be a significant administrative night-
mare and might not be wholly welcomed.  One way around that issue was to do something in 
respect of marked oil for home use.

A new recording system was introduced last October, as diesel entering the country was not 
being recorded properly, particularly green or farmer’s diesel.  The results of the new system 
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should be available in June.  Hauliers have received a rebate.  We must be mindful to ensure 
that the new system works.  We are conscious of the issue, but it is important to have accurate 
information.  It is not just a simple question of introducing a rebate.  Revenue, the Department 
of Finance and everyone else are doing their best.  For example, work on a dye is under way.  
Every time we come up with a dye, someone works out how to get around it.  A cross-Border 
approach must be taken.

senator  Feargal Quinn: I thank our guests for being prompt with their explanations.  To 
go from 273,000 employees to 103,000 is dramatic.  Twenty years ago, one could not get work-
ers in the butcher and grocery trades unless they were paid outside the tax system.  given the 
fact that this practice was stopped, there must be a way of stopping it in this instance.

Our guests have made a number of suggestions that seem to involve a considerable amount 
of red tape for businesses and small start-ups: all construction clients should advise Revenue; a 
mandatory site notice should display the names of clients; a certificate of building costs should 
be posted; all commencement notices should be reviewed; banks should notify Revenue of all 
significant cash transactions, etc.  Start-ups complain to us about the amount of red tape.  The 
solution offered by our guests seems to involve even more red tape.  Will they comment on this 
point?

Regarding illegal fuels, I gather that Britain and Ireland are the only two countries that use 
this agricultural fuel system.  Countries on the Continent, in particular France and Belgium, do 
not.  Is there a better system than ours for enabling the identification of lower rated fuel?

vice Chairman: Deputy Conaghan will ask a final set of questions.  We will bundle all of 
the questions together.

deputy  michael Conaghan: I welcome the delegation.  In hindsight, the old construc-
tion economy was based on an unsustainable and unstable base.  We know the consequences.  
Will our guests broadly sketch out the new construction economy’s shape and elements?  Will 
it be built on a more sustainable base?  What impact will large infrastructural projects like the 
national paediatric hospital at St. James’s Hospital and grangegorman have on unemployment 
levels among former construction workers in this city?

mr. tom Parlon: Others can intervene but I will start with the last question.  As the presi-
dent stated, the industry is estimated to be worth approximately €8.6 billion this year, some 6% 
of gDP.  It was unsustainable at 23%, or €38 billion, of gDP.  In other countries, 10% to 12% 
is normal.  In Ireland, that would be approximately €16 billion.  Our figures suggest that a €1 
billion investment in infrastructure would employ 10,000 people.  As such, an extra €8 billion 
would employ 80,000 more people in the industry.  We can support these figures.  We carried 
out a report with the Construction Industry Council, chartered surveyors, engineers and other 
players.

The children’s hospital and grangegorman projects would be worth €400 million or €500 
million each.  Approximately 500 or 600 people would be employed, probably for more than a 
two year period.  It is a very substantial work opportunity.  I understand that tendering is shortly 
going out for the design team for the children’s hospital which means that construction is prob-
ably two years down the road, a long wait.  There are some other big projects in the pipeline.  
The grangegorman project has begun and some of the work is underway, with talk of a €300 
million investment over a number of years.  I was at the site recently and the team involved is 
very keen that local people in the general Dublin 7 area should have an opportunity of working 
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on that site.  That is something we would support.

In terms of the sustainable base, any alteration is an improvement on the current position.  
The industry is starved for work and money is very scare.  We appreciate the pressure on the 
Exchequer and the attempts that will be made in the coming budget to reduce the deficit even 
further.  We know about the efforts going on elsewhere to try to reduce the public sector pay 
bill, etc., but it does take money to get construction going.  For the €1 billion that is spent, 
almost half comes back within a year in Exchequer returns, from PAYE, PRSI or vAT and ev-
erything else that goes on in the economy. When we had the REA, whose rates will prevail for 
quite some time, a typical construction worked paid €18,000 per year in PAYE and PRSI.  If this 
worker signs on the dole, depending on his family circumstances, he will draw down at least 
that amount so there is a double whammy.  There is a difference of about €36,000 between the 
person signing on and the person in the work situation.

Senator Quinn mentioned red tape.  From our point of view, the CIF represents the compli-
ant, fully registered contractors who are up to speed on all the different areas, with their exper-
tise, health and safety rules, accounts departments and so on.  It is galling, especially when one 
goes around the country, if somebody says, “Look, Tom, if you want to be guaranteed not to 
win a tender, be fully compliant”.  If it costs a bit extra red tape, or if the extra red tape is the 
disincentive for some of those people working under the radar to be pushed out of business, or 
not to qualify, we can live with that.

I wonder if there is a better system.  I have spoken with Deputy Áine Collins previously, and 
we have had a great deal of contact with Senator Quinn.  We are very keen to be as flexible as 
possible in our pre-budget submission.  We were concerned about the great detail we supplied 
last year, and all the pages and material to which nobody pays any notice.  Even if we have only 
two pages this year we want to come up with material in order that the Ministers for Finance 
and Public Expenditure and Reform will say we have a good idea, that they can begin to get 
some economic  growth out of it and get more people off the live register.  We are in that space 
and are prepared to talk to anybody about it.  We have a great deal of practical experience on 
our side in terms of how we got to where we are.  

I refer to apprentices.  Mr. Michael Stone represents the mechanical and electrical contrac-
tors who still have a lot of work, in particular in the foreign direct investment sector.  Some of 
these companies currently have more than 200 apprentices.  Across the board in the other skills, 
however, in plumbing, carpentry, stone masonry and blocklaying, there is scarcely anybody.  I 
believe there is one person in the entire country in apprenticeship as a tiler.  So that is an issue.

The changeover of FÁS to SOLAS is taking a very long time.  We are promised it will hap-
pen fairly soon and we know a new board will be appointed for SOLAS.  We have been advised 
we will be asked to nominate a director and we want to be involved in that.  A review of appren-
ticeships is taking place at present under a chairman and we are represented on that review.  If 
we had a huge upswing in the morning there could be a skills shortage in no time.  Yet there is 
a vast number of young males on the dole.  We had that discussion before coming into the com-
mittee, namely, as to how, in our pre-budget submission we could come up with a suggestion 
on how people could be encouraged or even coerced into being involved in taking up a trade, 
instead of just signing on and not ending up with anything after two years.  Those are my points.

mr. michael stone: It is important to note, looking at the areas where there is work, that it 
comes from outside the public sector.  It comes from foreign direct investment and areas such 
as semi-conductor manufacture.  The food sector is also in a growth phase at present.  There are 
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skills shortages in those sectors.  Recently we met the Minister to discuss this shortage and to 
look at retraining existing tradesmen who may not have the skills in those sectors.  The problem 
is that during the boom time the majority of the work was in the housing, retail and commercial 
sectors, the areas which are currently in the biggest trouble.  Where there is growth, namely, in 
the industrial sectors, a different skill set is required of the tradesmen.  We have been looking at 
the tradespeople we have and at ways of setting up courses to get them upskilled and back into 
the marketplace quickly.

For example, there is a very large project in Leixlip that we hope will come into place.  
Many people will know about that.  There could be a situation where up to 6,000 workers would 
find work on that project by this time next year and yet there will be a shortage of workers.  We 
have a worry about certain types of trades and we urgently need to get people upskilled.  We 
believe there could be courses of six or nine months’ duration in existing FÁS training centres 
that would allow these people, who are currently on the live register, be retrained and get back 
into the market to take up those positions.

vice Chairman: I believe Mr. Doherty wished to come in at this point.

mr. dominic doherty: I think we all acknowledge that neither we nor the government 
have all the answers but what we all agree is that we have a major problem, namely, the black 
economy.  What is required here is a partnership approach.  Senator Quinn alluded to red tape 
and he is probably right.  The last thing we want to do is to over-correct this and go to a system 
that has too much red tape attached.  A partnership approach is one to be considered.  We have 
a lot of intellectual property, or IP, in our industry and are willing to share it with whatever kind 
of group might be put in place.  This is something we have been talking about for many years 
but no correction has been put in place to pay the dividends where the government is losing out.

Back in the 1980s, I was negotiating with an industry that was coming out of a very dark 
place.  Most of the people I was negotiating with - plasterers, blocklayers, etc. - would have 
been operating in the black economy.  One would agree a price with them and, on parting, they 
would say, “That’s into my hand now, isn’t it?”  They had a domestic economy where they 
were getting a certain amount of money into their household.  They did not care how they got 
it but they were receiving it.  Then we moved into a compliant industry and had to compete 
with the non-compliant in the funds and wages which people were receiving, which pushed up 
our prices hugely.  We had to gross up their net income.  That is what we are facing in a couple 
of years’ time when, as we hope, the industry will start to recover.  It will drive the cost of our 
industry through the roof unless we start now to deal with the black economy.

As an industry, we have been lobbying for a single point of contact within government.  I 
am sure Mr. Parlon can talk about that in more detail.  The fact we are here today and that the 
committee recognises we are so multi-faceted as an industry is a good thing but we still have not 
got that single point of contact.  It is something we lack and the government and our industry 
could both take advantage from it.  It would be an advantage to all the various areas.  We have 
been in different committee rooms talking about this in the past.

vice Chairman: Are there any final comments from any of our guests?

mr. hubert Fitzpatrick: The non-compliant end of the construction industry is hampering 
those compliant members who want to deliver a service into the future.  Our industry has fallen 
so low that we must ask if we will be in a position to provide for the future needs of the country 
and if we, as an industry, can cater for the needs of the foreign direct investment companies that 
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want major premises built to high standards in the coming years.  We would like to see all those 
matters addressed in order to enable the industry to revive and get back to a level that would 
be sustainable.  We believe the industry should be creating 10% to 12% of gDP rather than the 
current low level at which it is operating.

mr. tom Parlon: We are inclined to poor-mouth, as do probably most people who come to 
these rooms.  There are lots of difficulties but, on the other hand, we still have a huge industry 
even though we are down at €8 billion.  We employ more than 100,000 people.  In terms of 
sophisticated jobs, Diageo is building a new brewery which is state-of-the-art in terms of out-
put.  It is a cutting edge project and the company won the right to build it in St. James’s gate, 
rather than anywhere else in the world.  As members know, it is a big international company.  
There are 860 construction workers there currently working on high-tech material.  There is a 
big deadline to finish it by July and beer will be brewed in the new place by then.  They are 
working on approximately six different levels on the site and this project is the first I have heard 
of suspended scaffolding.  There is no room for it downstairs so it is hung from above so as to 
work on different levels.  In Intel, there are close to 3,000 people working in construction and 
if everything goes to plan, there could 6,000 people building state-of-the-art chip plants that 
will run the world.  glanbia has just turned the sod on a new site to build a state-of-the-art milk 
processing plant.

We have the capacity in the industry to do all of this.  We have skills in management and the 
people on the ground, such as electrical or mechanical engineers.  The committee might only 
look at the black economy but the bulk of work is in the legitimate economy.  Smaller members 
around the country involved in house building, repairs and upgrading energy efficiency may see 
the white van brigade out and about.  We have a figure of 100,000 former construction workers 
signing on currently, although the Minister for Finance used the figure of 70,000 when we last 
met.  Many people with construction skills are signing on but wish to work.

In some ways one could ask whether we should blame people for taking a job from the 
next-door neighbour to do a bit of work.  That neighbour may be concerned she is paying too 
much tax already and may look to pay cash for the job.  It is a challenge and we must incentivise 
people back to the real economy.  We have great capacity to contribute to the recovery of the 
economy.

vice Chairman: Listening to the story about the next-door neighbour contacting the unem-
ployed tradesperson, I remember when going to college in the late 1990s getting on the bus and 
seeing men get on with a bus pass - which I assume they had from the Department - in work 
gear.  There is a culture in Ireland that believes backhanded payment for jobs is okay but the 
reality is that the State loses big time because it cannot put resources back into the country.  If 
there are no final comments before wrapping up the session, I thank Mr. Philip Crampton, Mr. 
Michael Stone, Mr. Tom Parlon, Mr. Hubert Fitzpatrick and Mr. Dominic Doheny for coming 
here today and engaging.  There is no doubt we will see them here again.  The points have been 
noted and this is part of a bigger issue on which we are trying to work.  

Sitting suspended at 2.55 p.m. and resumed at 2.56 p.m.

effects of black economy: discussion with national Federation of retail newsagents 
and grant thornton
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vice Chairman: The next item is a discussion with members of the National Federation of 
Retail Newsagents on proposed solutions to protect small businesses and the jobs they provide 
and grant Thornton on the recently published report, Illicit Trade in Ireland.  I welcome Ms 
Deirdre Drennan, Mr. Joe Sweeney and Mr. John Prendergast of the National Federation of Re-
tail Newsagents to the meeting today to discuss proposed solutions.  I also welcome Mr. Colin 
Fearon of grant Thornton.

I must read out some official instructions so the witnesses should bear with me.  By virtue 
of section 17(2)(l) of the Defamation Act 2009, witnesses are protected by absolute privilege 
in respect of the evidence they are to give this committee.  If you are directed by the commit-
tee to cease giving evidence on a particular matter and you continue to so do, you are entitled 
thereafter only to a qualified privilege in respect of your evidence.  You are directed that only 
evidence connected with the subject matter of these proceedings is to be given and you are 
asked to respect the parliamentary practice to the effect that, where possible, you should not 
criticise or make charges against any persons or entity by name or in such a way as to make 
him, her or it identifiable.  Members are reminded of a long-standing parliamentary practice 
to the effect that Members should not comment on, criticise or make charges against a person 
outside the Houses, or any official by name in such a way as to make him or her identifiable.  
After that scary message and if she feels comfortable making a presentation, I ask Ms Drennan 
to commence the submission on behalf of the National Federation of Retail Newsagents.  I ask 
that the presentations be no longer than ten minutes as it will give more time for engagement 
with members.

ms deirdre drennan: I thank the committee for having us here today.  The National Feder-
ation of Retail Newsagents is a trade association representing independent news and magazine 
retailers all over the island of Ireland and great Britain.  Today we are here to discuss issues 
facing members in the Republic of Ireland, and we represent approximately 500 shops in the 
Twenty-six Counties.  All our members are independent news or magazine retailers, meaning 
we do not represent multiple stores; although some retailers would be in small groups, they 
would be independently owned stores.  All our members sell news and magazines.  Our mem-
bers range from the traditional corner shop to the full forecourt with petrol pumps, off-licence 
etc.

We are delighted to be invited before the committee because we have a number of propos-
als we think may curtail job losses in the industry and protect current jobs.  My colleague and 
district president, Mr. Joe Sweeney, is a newsagent from Dublin and he will go through some 
of the proposals we have.

mr. Joe sweeney: The scale of the problems facing independent retailers is getting worse, 
not better.  Since 2008, job losses have continued to rise and employment across the entire retail 
sector has experienced a decline of 47,000 jobs from a peak of 314,000.  Within the retail sector, 
86% of retailers have fewer than ten employees and the members of our federation would often 
fall into this category.  Unfortunately, we are all too familiar with announcements in the media 
of large numbers of job losses but what is not captured is the one or two employees sadly let 
go in small, independent shops all over the country.  The combined total of these losses is often 
greater than the number of jobs lost when, for example, a factory or large business of any de-
scription closes.  It gets wide media publicity but the small number of jobs lost in independent 
retailers does not seem to matter.  Equally important is the effect this has on communities across 
the country.  While the shop is a business it is also an integral part of both urban and rural life.  
Many independent shops are family run businesses.  There is a real sadness felt locally when a 
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business of this kind closes its doors.

NFRN Ireland strongly believes in working with government to help the Oireachtas over-
come the many challenges it is faced with.  All the proposals in this presentation are solutions 
that we believe will help independent retailers remain in business and keep their staff em-
ployed.  As my colleague has already stated, the proposals are also meant to create jobs in the 
economy and we all want that.

One of our largest problems is dealing with the black market and illicit trade in Ireland.  
We have a number of inexpensive suggestions to put forward which we feel are very effective 
solutions to curbing the black market.  I will not go through them all now but when we get into 
conversation we will discuss them openly.  Examples are enforcing existing law completely 
banning the sale of illicit products at markets and, very importantly, using modern technology 
to fight this business.  These illicit traders are well equipped with modern technology because of 
the profits they are making from the black market.  We need to step up and start using modern 
technology to fight this illicit trade.  My colleague, Mr. John Prendergast, will describe some of 
those technologies in detail in a few moments.

We insist that the Government invest money in more port scanners to fight the influx of 
illicit products into the country.  Regarding keeping SMEs in business and creating jobs, we 
want the government to examine introducing a rates relief scheme for small businesses.  We 
will describe that in detail later on.  We would like the Government to examine the difficulties 
retailers and small businesses have getting finance.  That will be very important to keep people 
in business and to maintain and create jobs.

vice Chairman: Did Mr. Prendergast want to explain some of the technology?  We have 
approximately five minutes of presentation time left if the witnesses would like to use it.

mr. Joe sweeney: I will ask Mr. Prendergast to speak about the technology that is available.  
We would like the Government seriously to consider adopting it in this country to fight illicit 
trade.  With regard to a smartphone app he is going to speak about, the NFRN will pay to build 
and implement that app.

mr. John Prendergast: We have tabled four points in the illicit tobacco trade.  The first is 
the smartphone app.  We all have smartphones and there are thousands of apps.  A new product 
called Codentify has been developed across Europe.  It is a revolving code that can be built 
into a barcode for cigarettes or any other product.  It is virtually impossible for that code to be 
broken because it revolves all the time.  If it is put onto a barcode on cigarettes it gets a unique 
code subsequent to the barcode.  The smartphone app is based on the fact that if one uses one’s 
smartphone one scan the barcode, as you can check prices in a supermarket, the smartphone app 
would tell one whether that product was duty paid or not.  It is as simple as that.

It does a number of things.  It gives the person who potentially believes he or she is buying 
a legal product - because these products all look legal - the information to make an informed 
choice on whether to buy a non-duty paid product or a duty paid product.  It gives the gardaí on 
the street who are witnessing proxy sales a tool they can use to check whether a product is legal 
or not on site.  I stand to be corrected but I believe the garda cannot approach somebody di-
rectly on the street now, but that is a job the Customs and Excise would normally do.  There are 
people in open defiance of the law on Moore Street, at farmers’ markets and at trading markets 
selling cigarettes they are not licensed to sell.  We, as legitimate traders, have to have a tobac-
conist’s licence to sell tobacco. We have to keep the product behind closed doors in our shops, 
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where it cannot be viewed by the public, and these people are openly selling these products in 
defiance of the law.  There are a number of areas around that which we can discuss later.

We have eight main ports in Ireland through which one can bring large freight.  None of 
them have built-in x-ray or scanning machines and the country has two mobile 40 ft. scanners 
that have to be moved around the country.  Realistically the criminals know where these scan-
ners are going to be and which port they are going to choose so it is easy for them to tip each 
other off.  We would like to see a port scanner in every port so it cuts down again on the means 
by which they can bring these things into the country.  It is also a job generation project because 
one needs approximately 12 people to operate these scanners for every 24 hour rolling period.  
It is job generative and cost-neutral because the money that will be saved through the catching 
of the non-duty paid products can go towards maintaining these jobs.

The last item is the criminalising the consumers of illicit tobacco.  We are referring here to 
the province of Quebec in Canada and its experience of pursuing consumers who knowingly 
purchased illegal cigarettes.  Under the provision of the Tobacco Tax Act, consumers found 
in possession of untaxed tobacco are subject to a minimum penalty of C$350.  This policy 
has received widespread support from tobacco control advocates such as the Canadian Cancer 
Society.  The current regime for tackling the illicit trade in Ireland has focused exclusively on 
smugglers and we believe by introducing a credible financial deterrent aimed at consumers, the 
government may be able to lessen the economic incentive to purchase low-priced cigarettes.

On increased revenue resources, we believe that direct contributions from the tobacco and 
alcohol industries should be sought by the government to enhance the Revenue Commissioners 
and Garda resources as these are the industries which will benefit the most from a clampdown 
on the black market.  We could be using the tobacco industries to finance the port scanners.  We 
do not have to like what they do but tobacco is currently a legal product in Ireland on which the 
government raises substantial sums of duty.  We think we should be exercising every option to 
make these technologies available at no cost to the Exchequer.

vice Chairman: We move on to Mr. Colin Fearon with his presentation from grant Thorn-
ton.

mr. Colin Fearon: I thank the committee for the invitation to speak today.  I am very grate-
ful.  I am a manager in business consulting and I have been invited on the back of a report we 
have done on illicit trade.  We did the report in partnership with Retail Ireland and we presented 
it on 23 April.  I have provided slides today but they are a bit too detailed for us to go through 
each one in detail.  I will give the committee a brief overview of the report, its objectives, key 
findings and open it up to the committee for discussion. 

The purpose of the report is to raise awareness of the current issues surrounding illicit 
trade, to attempt to quantify the loss to the Exchequer and to put forward some reasonable and 
realistic joined up strategies to tackle the problem.  given that our primary focus was to raise 
awareness, I commend the committee on making this a public debate.  A debate is needed to 
have these issues brought to the public’s attention. 

I am aware the Construction Industry Federation appeared before the committee earlier 
today.  I was not privy to its conversation but it would have talked about cash and the cash 
economy.  For our report we narrowed the focus to intellectual property crime, illegal manu-
facturing and contraband and examined the economic impact on those sectors.  Ultimately, we 
found the cost to the Irish economy was €1.5 billion, which is a very large amount especially 
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when every cent of tax revenue is vital to the recovery of the public finances.  Beyond the losses 
to the Exchequer there are wider losses to the economy, to the consumer in terms of health, 
clean-up costs, etc., and to legitimate business such as the NFRN in terms of loss of sales and 
footfall which is very important.  There are also the non-financial losses.

We focused on four specific areas, some of which will be of more interest to others, fuel 
laundering, tobacco, digital piracy and pharmaceuticals.  The reason for selecting those is that 
they are viewed as the biggest financial losses to the economy.  However, there are losses in 
other areas also.  We touched on some of them in the report but these four are the areas into 
which we went into more detail and attempted to quantify.

What are the costs to the Irish economy?  It may be beneficial if I was to put some of the 
key findings up on the screen.  The loss of €1.5 billion is actually €1.48 billion.  It is important 
to recognise that there is an inherent difficulty in quantifying anything that is illicit.  Something 
that is illicit is, by its nature, illegal and illegal traders do not prepare proper books and records 
and do not give returns.  To combat this we have done a range of low to high assessments in 
order to best assess the actual losses.  There are losses to the Exchequer, retailers, consumers 
and right holders.  I shall concentrate on the higher end losses.  We think the loss at the higher 
end is about €550 million and for the government the loss to the Exchequer is about €930 bil-
lion or €940 billion.  These are significant losses.  The biggest loss arises from tobacco followed 
closely by fuel laundering.  As I expect some questions on these later, I will not go into the 
numbers in too much detail at this stage.  

One of the key recurring themes throughout our study was organised crime and the involve-
ment of organised crime in illicit trade.  It is an illegal activity but the scale and scope of some 
of the organised criminal activity that is taking place is significant.  The Garda, the PSNI and 
Interpol have considerable evidence of a growing linkage between these trades.  Therefore, one 
will not find a person involved only in fuel laundering, but also involved in fuel laundering, 
tobacco, pharmaceutical, alcohol, food and a broad spectrum of illicit trades.  That was one of 
the key findings from our study.  

Another key finding is the involvement of terrorist groups.  They use this to fund terrorist 
activities.  However, the Garda want to say it is not just financing terrorists, they are in it for 
profit also and there is an element of pure greed.  Once they have established a supply route, it 
does not matter what they bring in as there are only two scanners at the ports and airports.  

For each specific area we had specific recommendations.  On an over-arching level we sug-
gested an eight point strategy in terms of what can be used.  This strategy can be used individu-
ally in the sectors but, more important, we want it centralised and used across all the sectors.  It 
is important to understand the size and nature of the problem.  There needs to be an evaluation 
of the facilitators of illicit trade and there needs to be effective legislation and deterrents.  There 
needs to be a balanced and effective tax collection system and we need to strengthen enforce-
ment and to educate the public.  As this is not an issue solely for Ireland but is an international 
issue, we need international co-operation and an open and frank debate with the legitimate 
industry.  Our strategy is about a balanced approach across all industries because there are key 
links.  

By implementing a more consistent and evidence-based approach to the problem, we be-
lieve it is possible to tackle the drivers of illicit trade and reduce illicit trade across Ireland.  
We recommend the establishment of a task force, a committee or some group of people from a 
broad spectrum of public bodies, key stakeholders of industry and experts to debate and, ulti-
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mately, take responsibility for implementing the strategy and ensuring co-ordination and com-
munication between the State agencies and the industry.  I commend the work done by State 
agencies but more needs to be done as clearly the problem is not going away but is actually 
getting worse. 

I will be happy to take questions.  I thank the committee for its time and commend it on 
what it is doing. 

vice Chairman: We are delighted that Mr. Colin Fearon has appeared before the com-
mittee.  Questions will arise through members engaging.  I have a number of speakers listed 
- Deputy Dara Calleary, followed by Deputy Peadar Tóibín and Senator Feargal Quinn.  I will 
take questions from Deputies Calleary and Tóibín to be followed by a response.

deputy  dara Calleary: I thank the two groups for appearing before the committee.  The 
committee also met the groups at its recent meetings in Castlebar and Ballinasloe.  To hammer 
home the point in terms of employment, when we left Castlebar we stopped at a newsagent in 
Ballinrobe which employed 15 people two years ago, between full and part-time, and today 
employs one person plus the owner.  Mr. Colin Fearon gave us the same figure that morning in 
Castlebar but it was brought home to us very vividly a couple of hours later in Martin’s own 
shop.  He is back working full-time and a member of his family helps him, having had 15 peo-
ple, between full-time and part-time, just over two years ago.  Will he please describe the smart-
phone app, the development costs of which he said he was willing to fund?  I presume it can 
be extended to products other than tobacco, for example, alcohol and pharmaceutical products.

mr. Joe sweeney: It can be extended-----

vice Chairman: Does the Deputy have any further questions?

deputy  dara Calleary: I have some further questions.

vice Chairman: I suggest Mr. Sweeney take a list of Deputy Callerary’s questions followed 
by Deputy Tóibín’s questions and respond to them all accordingly.

deputy  dara Calleary: Is the smartphone app solely for cigarettes or tobacco or can it be 
used for pharmaceuticals and electrical equipment?  I think Mr. Prendergast said it again, the 
majority of our ports and airports still have an insufficient number of scanners.  There is nothing 
to stop people bringing this stuff into the country. 

Can Mr. Fearon confirm the methodology that he used in the Grant Thornton report?  Every-
one accepts that there is a problem.  Everybody accepts that the figure being lost to the economy 
is quite big.  A few weeks ago the Minister for Finance supplied a different figure in his reply 
to a parliamentary question.  There is a difference of almost €200 million between both figures 
which is a lot of money.  Where did Mr. Fearon get his figures?  Was it from the tobacco indus-
try, Revenue or another source? 

vice Chairman: I thank the Deputy.  I call on Deputy Peadar Tóibín and then the delegation 
can respond to both sets of questions.

deputy  Peadar tóibín: go raibh míle maith agat agus fáilte roimh anseo anniu.  I un-
derstand that retailers are in crisis.  It has been mentioned that nearly 50,000 people have lost 
their jobs and another 30,000 jobs are in jeopardy in the sector.  That proves that the sector is in 
crisis and, if the current economic climate continues, it has not reached the bottom unlike many 
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other sectors.  The State does not give enough support to retailers and enterprise.  In the North 
of Ireland local authorities will often develop strategic plans for towns, merchandising Internet 
development, social media development, and different supports can be achieved.  Some local 
authorities provide the same support in the South but on an ad hoc basis.

As much as 30% of all tobacco sales in the State are illicit which threatens the government’s 
health policy.  An illicit tobacco seller can be fined €2,800 but some gangs earn up to €3 million 
per week on the trade.  I would like hear the delegation’s views on deterrents.  Can it suggest 
an appropriate fine?  

Illicit fuel sales have been regularly debated by the committee.  The illicit trad will con-
tinue until an all-Ireland fuel price is introduced which is the only way to solve the problem.  
As long as a differential exists someone will exploit it to make a profit.  No matter what type 
of response, such as surveillance, the trade will continue to exist.  We must resolve the matter.

Earlier Deputy Áine Collins mentioned that one of the barriers to facilitating a fuel rebate 
may be the North’s policy of marked gas oil.  The committee and the Oireachtas should work 
with the Assembly in the North to create a joint response to the marked gas oil problem.  Fuel 
suppliers in my part of the country are under enormous pressure.  As mentioned earlier, any-
body north of County Meath who fulfils their responsibilities regarding fuel and the State are, 
in many ways, not competitive.

I want to hear the delegation’s views on progressive rates.  Should some element be based 
on the profitability of business?  My party is working on progressive rates.  We want small re-
tailers who are struggling to pay a slightly lower rate and large profitable companies, such as 
Tesco, should pay a marginally larger rate.  Such a provision would give small retailers breath-
ing space because they are suffering during these very severe economic times.  

vice Chairman: Perhaps the delegation will respond to the questions raised by both gentle-
men.

mr. Joe sweeney: I shall respond to Deputy Calleary’s questions first.  He asked for a 
description of the app which is connected to the use of Codentify technology and replaces the 
paper tax stamp with a digital one.  The codes would be controlled and issued by the govern-
ment.  Anybody who wished to produce tobacco products would have to apply to the govern-
ment to use them.  The codes can be changed daily and that is why they are so attractive to the 
legal trade.  Illicit traders can copy the paper tax stamp in three weeks but they cannot copy the 
codes as quickly.  The government has also spent quite a bit of money on producing, storing 
and transporting tax stamps but they are vulnerable to theft and are easily copied by counter-
feiters.  The new technology can track and trace trade and each packet of tobacco can be traced 
back to the machine that produced it.  If legislation is put in place to allow the garda to use the 
product via a smartphone app then gardaí will be able to identify whether duty has been paid 
on cigarettes in seconds.

We advocate an on-the-spot fine for the possession of counterfeit products discovered us-
ing this method.  The technology can be extended to other products.  I talked about using it on 
tobacco products because that is what we have concentrated on.  It can be used for anything that 
is bar coded.

Deputy Calleary mentioned scanners.  We are anxious that the government takes the initia-
tive to install scanners at all ports.  Ireland is an island nation and its ports make it vulnerable 
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to the importation of illicit products which is an easy option for illegal traders.  They even use 
Ireland to smuggle stuff into the Uk because it is so easy to smuggle stuff in here.  Port scan-
ners are self-financing.  A port scanner costs about €3 million and would pay for itself in a week 
because that is how must revenue is lost through illicit trade.  There is no reason not to go ahead 
with the option.  

I shall now deal with Deputy Tóibín’s questions.  I want all members of the committee to 
understand that retailers and the federation are not pro-smoking.  However, tobacco is a legal 
product in our shops and we deserve the business.  Our legal channels are the only way that the 
government can implement a regulation to curb the availability of tobacco to young people.  
Many of the NFRN members have found that people under the age of 30 do not frequent our 
shops seeking tobacco.  I have no problem with young people trying to buy tobacco in my shop 
because they can buy it easily and cheaply on the street.  

The Deputy asked what help can be given to small businesses.  He said that not enough has 
been done for small businesses and we feel the same.  The federation has adopted a policy of 
carefully examining the matter in the hope of providing solutions which is one way that we dif-
fer from other groups.    

The Deputy proposed a new rates scheme for small and medium sized enterprises.  We would 
like the government to give a break to smaller retailers and businesses and charge larger retail-
ers more.  We want it to implement a system similar to the one in the North that was introduced 
by Sammy Wilson.  Large businesses were levied rates and the moneys were put into a fund to 
offset the rates charged to small businesses.  Last year was its first year of implementation and 
24,000 SMEs benefitted to the tune of €1,000, or the equivalent in sterling.    The beauty of the 
scheme is that it is cash neutral for government.  There is a further positive aspect to it here in 
the Republic of Ireland in that it retains some of the profits.  Many of those companies will be 
foreign national companies and it retains an amount of their profit in this country for the benefit 
of this country and businesses in this country.  We think it is an ideal scheme for here.

Councillors around the country have told me that they are constantly trying to figure out a 
scheme that will benefit small businesses.  They state that if they implement a reduction in the 
rate to accommodate small businesses, they must give the same reduction to large businesses 
and they will lose revenue.  This scheme solves that problem.

With regard to helping SMEs, we also need the Government to look at financing.  There 
is a big problem with getting finance for small and medium-sized enterprises at present.  The 
government has a fund to which SMEs can apply for funding.  When I speak to politicians 
about this, they wonder why there is a small uptake on that.  The reason is that the term is too 
short and the interest rate is too high.  We want the government to look at that scheme again.  
We recommend that the term should be five years, not three, and that the rate of interest should 
be at least as low as 5%, not the current 8%.  These are unsecured loans and we understand the 
reason for the regulation surrounding it, but it needs to be changed.  If it is changed, there will 
be a much better uptake on it and it will benefit small and medium-sized enterprises.

vice Chairman: On all-island fuel prices, does Mr. Sweeney want respond?

mr. Joe sweeney: Yes.

ms deirdre drennan: If the vice Chairman does not mind, before we move off Deputy 
Tóibín’s question on the rate relief scheme, we have been lobbying for this for quite some time.  
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We have met several Senators and Deputies, some of whom are present, and we have travelled 
to Brussels and spoken to various MEPs.  As the vice Chairman referenced earlier, we have 
attended Oireachtas committee meetings.  We have tried to get a level of awareness for this 
scheme.  What we need now is for it to come into effect.  We would ask the committee to con-
sider that it come in with the budget via the finance Bill.  We are conscious that new legislation 
can take a couple of years, if not longer, to come into effect and there are retailers closing by the 
day which do not have two years to wait.  If we could get it brought in to the budget in October, 
it would be most advantageous to the sector.

vice Chairman: The point is noted.  The question on all-island fuel prices might be better 
directed to Mr. Fearon.  Has Mr. Sweeney any final points on those before I move over to Mr. 
Fearon to whom there were a couple of questions directed?

mr. Joe sweeney: No.  When you are is finished with Mr. Fearon, if you would come back 
to Mr. Prendergast, he may have a different view.

vice Chairman: Mr. Prendergast might make a few brief comments.  I am conscious Sena-
tor Quinn wants to come in as well.

mr. John Prendergast: Mr. Sweeney fairly stole my thunder and there is not much that I 
can say.  I will add what we would believe as being the functional aspect of the application, 
app.  The app is a simple technology.  One has ZAPA tags now for one’s coffee.  Tesco has a 
tag.  Everybody has a tag.  It is not difficult technology to develop.

Senator Quinn, coming as he does from the retail business, will appreciate that there is no 
smoking gun out there that will fix this problem.  It is not a matter of pulling the trigger and 
then it goes away.  It is a combination of issues.  Fixing one issue in isolation will not fix this 
problem.  As grant Thornton stated, an overall approach needs to be taken.

First, there is virtually no penalty on the smugglers coming in.  The maximum fine is €3,800 
or something like that.  There is no minimum penalty.  It is not a hard drug and there are much 
lower penalties than in the case of cocaine, heroin or such like.  It is much more lucrative for 
the smugglers.

generally, the worst the smuggler’s people on the street will get, if they are caught, is a 
minimum fine or they will lose their product.  We know of one case where a Polish girl was 
caught in possession of a large quantity of cigarettes and she stated in court that she was made to 
by her boyfriend and the case was dismissed.  She was fined €1.  For me, as a legitimate trader 
who is licensed by the State to sell a legal product, there is a minimum penalty of €10,000 and 
a week’s closure of the business, and I am heavily legislated for.  I am obeying the law, yet I am 
the one who has the biggest stick hung over his head.  We are doing all of this and we are acting 
legally, while those on the other side are being given carte blanche.

On the end-user side, there are consumers who are unknowingly smoking illicit product that 
is incredibly damaging to their health.  They are buying the product that they think is legal-----

vice Chairman: Is Mr. Prendergast suggesting that some of these are being sold in corner 
shops?

mr. John Prendergast: I am not saying that.  I am sure it is possible.  What I am saying is 
they are being sold across the road out of the boot of a car opposite the corner shop and one can 
stand in one’s door and see the people buying the stuff across the street from the local seller.
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My point is that there must be an overall approach.  One must catch the smugglers.  The 
garda must have the proper legislative tools and the proper electronic equipment to establish if 
something is duty paid or not.  One also must make the end-user responsible.

The end-users cannot get a free ride in this.  They are buying, knowingly or unknowingly.  If 
one takes the person who is unknowingly buying a non-duty paid product that is very dangerous 
for him or her, and if he or she has a smartphone app, one has given him or her the tool with 
which they can establish that this product is what it is.  A large percentage of those may stop 
smoking that product simply because they know what it is or they may stop smoking because 
they may get caught.  Then there will be the hard core who will continue to smoke it.  People 
are put in prison for non-payment of a television licence but there is no penalty for bringing into 
the country, and smoking, an illegal non-duty paid product.

All this is needed at the ports, with the garda and the end-users.  If one takes that overall 
approach and one applies it evenly, we believe that one will get a good result out of it and ev-
eryone will buy into it.  That covers what I have to say and I thank the committee for listening 
to me.

vice Chairman: Mr. Fearon might address a couple of points.  I refer to the figures that 
were used in the report and in respect of all-island fuel pricing.

mr. Colin Fearon: The first question was about the methodology and I will answer that 
first.  We used much of the data that is already available, such as Revenue data and Irish Tobac-
co Manufacturers’ Advisory Council, ITMAC, data.  Then we discussed the matter with retail-
ers.  There is a kPMg star report, which is a detailed EU-wide report which compares tobacco 
instances, the amount of counterfeit and contraband, etc., against Ireland.  The committee will 
note that Ireland is still the fourth highest, at 19% of total cigarette consumption, for counterfeit 
and contraband.  That is still very high.

I will move on to the vice Chairman’s main point, which is the €200 million difference to 
which the Minister for Finance referred.  I acknowledge that is correct.  I think it is approxi-
mately €182 million.  In our report, we add it as a caveat.  When we use that number, we have 
it noted below.  That €182 million relates to non-domestic legal tobacco consumption.  given 
the fact that there is a free market, that is technically legal consumption and it should not be 
classified as illicit.  The reason it has been included in our report is it has been widely accepted 
- the National Federation of Retail Newsagents, NFRN, will support this - that much of that 
is not necessarily being used for personal consumption.  If I go to Spain and I buy a pack of 
cigarettes in Spain for €5 and then I come home and smoke it, that is perfectly legal.  We put 
it in our higher-end estimate because, based on the current personal consumers of persons, it is 
not possible that the number is really being used for personal consumption.  We have included 
it but they are correct in saying it is not technically illegal.  However, that is not to say people 
are not selling it.  We do not know, but it is probably not possible that the sheer scale of the 
non-domestic legal consumption is all legal.  It is a fair point.  We wanted to highlight that in 
our report, and we included a point at the bottom of it to state that.  I accept that the Minister 
for Finance is-----

vice Chairman: The next question is the all-Ireland fuel pricing.

mr. Colin Fearon: Regarding all-Ireland fuel pricing, currently there is not a great dispar-
ity.  However, over the long and short term, and in the past, there has been illicit trade due to 
that specific issue.  I do not know if I can get into tax policy.  Would that mean that we would 
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follow the United kingdom tax rate or how would-----

deputy  Peadar tóibín: My suggestion would be that the Assembly in the North and the 
Oireachtas would work together on a particular price.  The price would likely develop to be 
different in the North of Ireland to that in Britain but given there is not a land bridge between 
the two, it is not likely that people will drive to Britain to avail of the cheaper price.  It would 
contain the price on the island and reduce the need for people to smuggle.  In addition, we spoke 
with representatives of the Construction Industry Federation, CIF, earlier and it would start to 
level some of the inputs into construction, which would then make a level playing field more 
achievable North and South among different sectors of industry.  That is the idea behind it.

mr. Colin Fearon: Practically, it is probably a good idea.  We did not look into it in too 
much detail because at present it is not a huge issue.  However, I believe it will fluctuate and 
eventually become an issue.  I cannot speak too much on that because we did not go into too 
much detail on it.

vice Chairman: Our final set of questions is from Senator Feargal Quinn.

senator  Feargal Quinn: The witnesses are welcome.  I found their submission very edu-
cational.  I have met them previously and I know there is something to what they are saying.

The bad news is that I will not be supportive of their suggestion to tax the supermarkets 
higher to subsidise the smaller shops.  That would be a tax on every housewife who shops in a 
supermarket, and that could not be the right thing to do.  Increasing the costs to larger stores to 
subsidise smaller stores at a time when we are trying to contain costs is not a runner.  

On the other hand, I am fully supportive of the steps they are taking about tobacco.  I cannot 
understand the reason we have not moved in various ways.  One of the witnesses mentioned that 
if a garda sees somebody whom he or she suspects has illegal cigarettes in his possession for 
sale, he or she cannot approach that person because that must be done by a customs officer.  Will 
the witnesses explain that again because I am not sure I understood it?  Do I understand that if 
there is a danger of them being imported it is a customs officer’s duty rather than a garda’s duty?

I am excited by the thought of this app, which I gather costs very little, and that it could be 
used by every garda and customs officer to identify people.  Does it identify counterfeit as well 
as illegally imported goods?

I was surprised by the witnesses reference to the fact that it costs €3 million to put a scanner 
into the port but that it could pay for itself within a very short period.  Will they touch on that 
again because if we have eight ports and only two scanners, it does not make sense when we 
can spend €3 million on a scanner that will pay for itself in terms of stopping these imports.  If 
the importers of illegal tobacco know there are only two scanners, they can easily avoid ever 
being caught.

The fines for people caught with illegal tobacco are very small.  Mr. Prendergast mentioned 
a Polish girl who had a €1 fine imposed whereas those of the witnesses in trade have to pay ap-
proximately €10,000 and close their shops for a week.

The steps the witnesses are taking are the right way to proceed.  We should be well able to 
argue the case for the State to take the right steps in that direction.

mr. Joe sweeney: Ms Drennan will respond to some of the questions.
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ms deirdre drennan: Does it matter in which order I take the questions?

vice Chairman: Not at all.

ms deirdre drennan: We agree the fines are far too low and because they are so low it 
makes it a low consequence crime.  If somebody who has been in the business of smuggling 
heroin or cocaine gets a prison sentence they are never seen again but they can literally transfer 
industry and begin to bring in tobacco for which they get a paltry fine.  For example, under the 
Casual Trading Act the first fine is €68 and the second fine is €317.  If someone is bringing in 
goods worth thousands of euro every week, that fine will not deter them.  There is a maximum 
fine but there is not a minimum fine.  We would like to see a minimum fine of €10,000 intro-
duced for two reasons.  First, it would be a greater deterrent but, equally, it would narrow the 
price point between legitimate and non-duty paid items because they will have to recover their 
costs.  I do not know if that answers the Senator’s question.  I think he just wanted the point 
confirmed.

Equally, the Senator wanted the point about the scanners confirmed.  To us it is a no-brainer.  
We have six ports that are wide open and with the level of counterfeit and contraband coming 
through, the scanners are self-financing.  They would make a profit in a couple of weeks.  To 
clarify how the scanner would work, we are all familiar with the scanners at airports through 
which one puts hand luggage.  It is that type of scanner but on a much larger scale.  A truck 
would drive through it, and that is how it would work.  We cannot understand the reason there 
is a problem with putting scanners in every port.  Does that answer the Senator’s question?

senator  Feargal Quinn: Yes.

vice Chairman: What other countries have best practice in respect of these scanners?  
What do we know about those countries?  It seems to be a no-brainer that it has not been done, 
especially if they will be self-financing or cost neutral in a short period.  Is Ms Drennan aware 
of any other countries that use these scanners?

ms deirdre drennan: I am not aware of a country that has a scanner in every port but I 
can say that because Ireland is an island it is more accessible.  As we are close geographically 
to Britain and Europe we are an easy target.

mr. Joe sweeney: Regarding the rates, I appreciate the Senator’s comment and I under-
stand where he is coming from.

senator  Feargal Quinn: It is on behalf of the housewives of Ireland.

ms deirdre drennan: I am a housewife.

mr. Joe sweeney: As a retailer I do not appreciate anything that restricts people coming 
into a shop and spending money.  I get annoyed every time I see the cutbacks to people’s income 
being made in the budget.  I regard it as €1 lost to my shop.  I do not believe it would have a 
noticeable effect in that way.  The multiples can well afford it, and I am not specifically target-
ing supermarkets.  It applies to any large business.  It might be a manufacturer or any large 
company over a certain size with a certain turnover.  In the North of Ireland the rate of the levy 
is 8.5%.  It may be nothing like that here in the Republic because we have a bigger catchment of 
companies to target.  I do not believe it would be a noticeable cost increase to large companies 
to the effect that it would affect the housewife.  I will continue lobbying for it.
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mr. John Prendergast: I will put it in a slightly different context.  generally speaking 
small retailers such as us are high street-based and town centre-based serving local established 
older communities.  Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council has one of the highest on-street 
car parking charges in the country at €3.60 an hour.  One gets ten minutes free and the traffic 
wardens are extremely aggressive.  Three miles up the road in Carrickmines one finds 5,000 car 
parking spaces and the businesses based there get ten years rates free.  What is fair about this?  
It is not necessarily about taxing a company such as Tesco more; it is about more equitable dis-
tribution of the rates.  Major multinationals in out-of-town centres do not pay rates while small 
and medium enterprises in town centres pay very high rates and their customers are highly 
taxed.  There is a dichotomy.

deputy  Peadar tóibín: Progressive commercial rates would not be levied on retailers 
only.  They would be levied on all businesses which currently pay commercial rates.  From our 
perspective, the idea is similar to what happens in the North whereby various components are 
based on the type of business, the size of the building and the level of profitability of the busi-
ness.  Considering that Apple has been in the news recently for paying a corporation tax of less 
than 0.1% we are not looking to tax items bought by househusbands or housewives.  The idea is 
that all taxes implemented, except commercial rates, would involve some level of progressive-
ness.  The idea that the more one earns the more of a particular tax or rate one pays has been 
around since the 1700s but it has not been applied.  A flat level has been applied against retail-
ers.  Many retailers are just keeping their heads above water and are on the tipping point.  If we 
can create a mechanism which is revenue neutral to the State so the local authorities are not at 
a loss these people will have a chance to see the next year or two through and, please god, if 
there is an upside to the market they will continue to operate.

mr. Colin Fearon: We stated we want larger fines for illicit tobacco and I fully support this, 
but I would like to see it broadened to all illicit trades such as pharmaceuticals and clothing.  We 
must focus on the broader picture.

mr. Joe sweeney: I hope the committee sees the benefit of the solutions we have proposed 
today and that its members push as far as they can and speak to the appropriate Ministers.  If the 
rates relief scheme were put through it would be a legacy of the government-----

vice Chairman: I very much agree.

mr. Joe sweeney: For years small and medium enterprises have stated the government has 
done nothing for them.  The government needs to do something for them now.  These solutions 
would be very beneficial to small and medium enterprises and would create jobs.

vice Chairman: I thank Mr. Fearon, Mr. Prendergast, Mr. Sweeney and Ms Drennan.  Their 
presentation was very practical and informative and we can all relate to it.  It is important to 
state the questions asked by committee members were genuine.  It is clear a number of com-
mittee members are actively pursuing solutions to the issues faced daily by the witnesses and 
their members.  The appearance of the witnesses before the committee has been a chance for 
their voices to be heard here.  We have also been travelling throughout the country to hear about 
issues about the black economy.  I assure the witnesses that committee members from all par-
ties are working on the issues they face.  Politics is about the art of delivery so let us see some 
delivery on some of these issues.

The joint committee adjourned at 3.55 p.m. until 1.30 p.m. on Tuesday, 28 May 2013.
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